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About This Content

If you thought Ultron merging with Sigma was bad news, wait until you see him fused into a techno-organic alien body.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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Loved it!

Good puzzles that makes sence when you finish them.

This is the kind of graphics i love in a adventure game.

could be compared to monkey isalnd 3 and Deponia series. I've followed Ananias from its earliest days and have long been a
fan. Not only is it a great, simplified roguelike experience, but Slashie continues to improve the game long past its release date. I
only recently picked it up on Steam, having played it for hours via the mobile browser, but I'm enjoying the desktop experience
and highly recommend it to roguelike fans!. Undemanding little puzzle game good for playing in a spare moment

63\/100

. This game may not have the best graphics, but if you have played any of their other games you'll know why they're awesome.
their plot is so well constructed I just love Spiderweb games. Pretty simple fun game. Sounds get quite reppetitive and
obnoxious and it would certainly help if there was a mouse sensitivity slider. I can barely play the game because the ingame
sensitivity is too high for my mouse.

Playstyle while leaning feels weird when you turn. I can see how it was programmed but I'm certain there is a better way around
that! (Looking at you dev). Alfred for life~. Played this on the DS first then saw it on steam and played it here again, its a good
game if you wanna pass some time or do some puzzles, the achievements are easy enough if you can complete 10 of each
puzzle. 8\/10
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I really like the Faeria Devs and I have all Faeria DLCs.
I didn't get the 5 Mythic Chests and the Double XP feature doesn't seems to be working. When I win a game the XP Bar fills the
same amount as before buying this DLC.
Do I need to uninstall the game to get the new features? Logout?. Good fun game! Not that long but takes some skill to master.
Give it a try!. There is no server browser, multilayer lobby or any random quick join feature and they will not be implemented
in the game at all according to devs.
In order to play online you have to know game server code which consists of 3 symbol sequence, said server must be hosted by
someone and you can't join while there are others players already playing.
In 3 hours I haven't found any ongoing games except developers twitch stream, which I was to late to join.
Also there is no split screen for 2 players, only for 4, so you will have half of you screen space occupied by "press A to join"
labels.. Is the Base Game to easy? Do you want a Challenge?
If so, buy this DLC and try to beat the Deathwish Challenges.

The Story dlc is fine for the Price.
The Challenges are more the Juice of this. I understand that it sometimes is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
because you bug inside something or the game just sets you back on some failed jump even tho you made it.

But for the Price its heckin good.. An ironic and obscure story but told in an interesting way. Each character in the family is
different and distinguishable which is valuable. The game overall returns a bad and disgusting feeling but some people (like me)
pretty much enjoyed in it.. k.o is a very good sweet boy who tries his best! i appreciate and support him!. This isn't the greatest
interactive fiction I have ever read, feel free to skip to the end to avoid my rambling. There was a ton of exposition, world
building and background info that you had to read through that slowed down the story and I got bored reading through, on the
plus size it did remind me of being in school (lol). I find with fantasy worlds like this you kind of need all that background
information because it's not our world but it broke immersion for me sometimes.
I would have liked more time exploring the bond with your Dragon and more time with each of the characters, especially for
just friend stuff. I found with one of the character if you don't side with them from the start they treat you like your this evil
untrustworthy person later on even if you haven't been playing that way, which was weird for me.
There are also still some bugs. The only one I found were in Dragon 101 the notes you can collect didn't show up so keep that in
mind, there is a test.
I liked the different personality on the Dragons. I think my Favourite is Blue, but they are all pretty likeable. I also enjoyed the
character in the story. I think that they were cliche for this genre but I don't care about Cliches if they are likeable and I liked all
of them, even the rival to an extent.
I also enjoyed the end tournament section. I chose Puzzle key and I have a really good time. Though as a side note this is the
only time in one of these games I wished for a save function in these games. I know that none of them have it but damn.
I also enjoyed the MC. Again a bit of a cliche but I found them likeable and that they had enough custamizability to keep me
interested through multiple play throughs.
The last thing is the overall story. It has a very familiar star wars with dragon feel for me. It's not a replication but there were
some similar story elements. It also reminded me of Eragon to an extent. That being said, I love both of those things so it works
for me

All in all, I enjoyed myself, which is the most important thing for me when I play these games. I don't think it's perfect and
there are other choice of games that are probably better written like the Wayhaven chronicles or Fallen Hero: Rebirth. This one
was still pretty fun. I really enjoy Dragon Riders, I think that bond is really interesting and I will likely read this again, I have it
both on my phone and on Steam (I tend to play on my phone more often) I am excited for part two, the epilogue left on a pretty
decent cliffhanger and I look forward to the rest of the series.
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